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What are Allternative Assets?
stocks and bonds, saatellites are lo
ong‐only and h
have
represeentation in traaditional bencchmarks, but tthey
are diffferentiated b
by their invesstment structure,
underlyying asset exxposures, and
d intrinsic sup
pply
and de mand charactteristics.

Alternative assets
a
are besst defined byy what they
are not. Gen
nerally speakin
ng, alternative
e assets are
all non‐traditional assets and strategiess. As Figure
1 illustrates,, traditional assets
a
include
e (fully paid
for, long‐onlyy) stocks, bonds, and cash assets
a
while
the alternattive assets class is comp
prised of a
number of unconventionaal subcategorie
es:

Liquidd Alternativess
Historiccally, alternative assetss were larggely
confineed to hedgee funds, privvate equity, and
privatee real estate d
due to their legal structuree as
privatee placements.. As such, th
hese investmeents
were only availab
ble to very high‐net wo
orth
investoors and institu
utions (endow
wments, pensio
ons,
insurannce companiees, etc.). Over the past decaade,
been a prolifeeration of publicly
howeveer, there has b
availabble investment structures d
designed to trrack
privatee investment strategies. Th
he most comm
mon
of thesse vehicles arre “liquid alteernative” mutual
funds ((aka liquid altternatives). TThe market sh
hare
of liqu id alternativees, which stan
nds at 2% of the
currentt $15.8 trillion
n mutual fund market (up frrom
0.2% inn 2002), is exp
pected to morre than doublee by
20181.

es invest in
While a variety of alternaative strategie
a
(e.g. long‐short sto
ock funds),
traditional assets
they employy a diverse se
et of “alternaative” tools
and techniqu
ues typically not
n utilized byy traditional
long‐only investment strategies. Some of these
tools and tecchniques inclu
ude:






Since liiquid alternatiives are mutual funds, theyy fall
mpanies Act ((aka
under the 1940 Invvestment Com
’40 Actt), which is aan extensive set of rules and
regulattions govern
ning all pub
blically availaable
pooledd investmentt vehicles (o
open‐end fun
nds,
ment
closed‐‐end funds, ETFs, and unit investm
trusts).. All investment companiees must register
any poooled investmeent vehicle to
o be sold to reetail
he open markets
and in stitutional investors in th
Commission (SEC),
with thhe Security and Exchange C
which has oversightt over this leggislation. The ’40
Act alsso requires ffull disclosuree of all mateerial
informaation (e.g. fin
nancial condittions, investm
ment
objecti ve/policies, rrelated risks) via a publiccally

elling (i.e. borrowing a stocck in return
Short se
for payin
ng a fee and simultaneouslyy selling the
security with the inten
ntion of buyin
ng it back at
p
a lower price)
The use of leverage (i.e. the use of debt to
r
amplify returns)
Significant use of derivatives (e.g. options,
otes, and swap
ps)
futures, structured no
nch Factors
Unique mandates (e.g. Fama‐Fren
and tactical view).

o encompasss certain
Alternative assets also
traditional “satellite” asssets, such as master
MLPs) and real
r
estate
limited partnerships (M
t
(REITs). As with tradittional
investment trusts
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available prospectus prior to the initial offering of
shares as well as regular information disclosures
aimed at ensuring that potential investors and
fund shareholders receive timely and accurate
information that promotes informed decision‐
making and prohibit self‐dealing, in which people
or entities related to the fund use the fund to their
own advantage2.
Technically, privately offered funds, such as
private equity, hedge funds, and private real
estate funds, fall within the definition of an
“investment company,” but the ’40 Act contains
an exemption for these vehicles. As such, the
creation of these entities (typically a limited
partnership) and their regulatory oversight are
substantially different relative to liquid
alternatives. Other key differences between liquid
alternatives and private investment funds are
outlined in Figure 2 below.

shaped differently relative to traditional assets,
they provide the opportunity for additional
diversification benefits when added to a
traditional investment portfolio as they have
potentially lower overall volatility and lower asset
correlations. As Figure 3 demonstrates, alternative
assets tend not to move in lockstep with
traditional assets classes (i.e. have correlation
coefficients of less than +1.00 as reflected in the
correlation matrix) while also exhibiting (in some
cases) lower annualized volatility of returns.

In addition to providing the potential to improve
portfolio diversification, alternative assets can
mitigate the effects of severe drawdowns
particularly as they relate to equities. Drawdown
is a measurement of decline from an asset’s peak
value to its lowest point over a period of time. As
Figure 4 illustrates, hedge funds experienced
significantly less maximum drawdowns as
compared to the S&P 500. Reducing the level of
drawdown via the inclusion of alternative assets
into a traditional asset portfolio allows investors
to stay invested during periods of uncertainty and
potentially participate in subsequent rebounds
(e.g. the post‐February 2009 market rebound).

Why Invest in Alternative Assets?
The common characteristic shared among all
alternative assets is their differentiated return
patterns relative to traditional stocks and bonds.
These differentiated returns can be driven by the
unique supply and demand characteristics of the
underlying asset/strategy or by the tools and
techniques implemented by the investment
manager. Since alternative asset returns are
2
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By enhancing diversification and mitigating the
effects of severe drawdowns, the inclusion of
alternative assets provides the potential to
increase portfolio returns and reduce total
volatility over the long‐term. Historical data since
1994 suggests that a portfolio with more
diversified holdings, including non‐correlated
liquid alternative strategies, resulted in less
volatility and a higher return (Figure 5).

sovereign wealth funds, endowments, and
foundations, have been active investors in
alternative assets for close to a decade. As of fiscal
year 2013, the average non‐development Western
sovereign wealth fund allocated 21% of its assets
to alternatives (+26% year‐over‐year) while the
average endowment and foundation allocated
53% to alternatives (‐1.9% year‐over‐year)3.
As depicted in Figure 6 and Figure 7, investors find
themselves at a crossroads with the S&P 500
trading near an all‐time high and the 10‐year
Treasury rate in the process of normalizing. This
double whammy of potential valuation concerns
in equities and expected rising interest rates
provides an ideal time to increase exposure to
alternative assets as alternatives may help hedge
volatile equity exposure in periods of uncertainty
(see Figure 4. above) and potentially enhance
returns in an environment of falling bond prices.

While historical relationships and return patterns
help with constructing more efficient portfolios,
they provide no guarantee of future results. Thus
it is imperative to monitor the robustness of asset
correlations and the mean reverting tendencies of
return patterns as they compare to strategic, long‐
term expected returns and volatility values and to
adjust client portfolios accordingly. It is also
important to ensure diversification and
appropriate position sizing within a portfolio’s
alternative assets allocation to reduce the unique
risk exposures associated with this asset class. As
reflected in Figure 3 above, commodities have low
correlations to U.S. large cap stocks and bonds,
thus providing substantial diversification benefit,
but at the expense of higher annualized volatility,
which can enhance both the upside and downside
return potential of a portfolio. In addition to high
volatility positions, other commonly shared risks
among alternative assets include leverage, less‐
familiar asset class exposure, and counterparty
risk.

Clarity Wealth Advisors
Alternative Assets

Strategy

Clarity Wealth Advisors anticipates increasing its
clients’ allocation to alternative assets from a
current weighting of roughly 2‐10%, depending on
the underlying investment strategy, to a long‐term
strategic target of 12‐15%. Even though the
prevailing weight attributed to alternative assets is
1.6‐3.9x higher among the institutional investors
cited above, Clarity Wealth Advisors deems this

for

The use of alternative assets to enhance
diversification and expand potential long‐term
risk‐adjusted return is not a new concept. Thought
leading, long‐term oriented investors, such as
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to generate robust investment returns over a
number of market cycles. Figure 8 provides the
performance and volatility information for the
AIMS private hedge fund opportunities composite
strategy, which is a $2.7 billion, global multi‐
manager investment strategy similar to the
strategy employed by GSMMX. As this chart
shows, the composite hedge fund opportunities
strategy provided equity‐like returns, especially on
a ‘since inception basis’, with bond‐like volatility.
This unique return/risk profile was especially
evident during periods of extreme dislocation (e.g.
2008 & 2013). While this is not an apples‐to‐
apples comparison to GSMMX, given the
composite’s refined focus on hedge funds and the
various differences between liquid alternatives
and private funds cited in Figure 2, it does provide
support for both the durability of the AIMS
investment platform and AIMS ability to
effectively
run
multi‐manager
alternative
strategies. Lastly, GSMMXs 2.15% all‐in expense
ratio4 appears reasonable considering it’s
essentially in line with the median multi‐strategy
peer group value of 2.14%5.

strategic target to be prudent given the
differentiated time horizon and liquidity needs of
its clients relative those of institutions. This target
range won’t be achieved overnight but rather over
a course of months as Clarity Wealth Advisors
seeks an optimal mix of alternative assets, which
will include the introduction of new alternative
assets and strategies and the sale of legacy
positions.

The
Goldman
Sachs
Multi-Manager
Alternatives Fund (GSMMX/GMAMX)
Clarity Wealth Advisors’ recent purchase of this
fund reflects its effort to increase clients’ exposure
to alternative assets in both a thoughtful and
measured approach. As a multi‐strategy fund‐of‐
funds, GSMMX provides exposure to a number of
non‐traditional investment strategies including,
but not limited to, equity long/short, dynamic
equity, event driven and credit relative value,
tactical trading, and opportunistic fixed income
strategies. Due to its diverse set of exposures, this
liquid alternative fund serves as an ideal core
alternative assets position from which Clarity can
layer more targeted alternative assets and
strategies over time.
Even though GSMMX is a relatively new fund
(April 2013 inception date), it is managed by the
Goldman Sachs’ Alternative Investments &
Manager Selection (AIMS) group, which is one of
the world’s largest and most established
alternative investment and advisory organizations,
with 275 professionals spread across 8 global
offices, including San Francisco, New York,
London, Hong Kong, and São Paulo. The history of
AIMS can be traced back to 1969, and its 10‐
member investment committee is comprised of a
season group of investors with 12 to 26 years of
industry experience.
The size and breadth of AIMS and the durability of
its franchise provide a competitive advantage over
other public or private fund‐of‐funds managers by
enabling comprehensive access to a variety of
alternative strategies and high‐quality investment
managers. This comprehensive access combined
with a robust due diligence, portfolio construction,
and risk management process has enabled AIMS

4

The gross expense ratio for share class I of 2.88% less
0.73% of expense limitations (acquired fund
fees/expenses, transfer agency fees/expenses, taxes,
interest, brokerage fees, litigation, indemnification,
shareholder meeting, and other extraordinary expenses
the Investment Adviser has agreed to reduce or limit and
effect through at least 4/30/14); class A all‐in expense
ratio is 2.55%
5
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